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and Pensions

The Honorable Robert C. “Bobby” Scott
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Committee on Education and Labor
2176 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515-6143

The Honorable Virginia Foxx
Ranking Member
Committee on Education and Labor

Dear Chairpersons and Ranking Members:
The Integrity Committee (IC) of the Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and
Efficiency (CIGIE) is charged by statute to review and investigate allegations of misconduct made
against an Inspector General (IG) or a designated official within an Office of Inspector General.
Pursuant to section 11(d)(8)(A) of the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended (IG Act), the IC
hereby forwards its findings and recommendation regarding Thomas Williams, Assistant Inspector
General for the Office of Management and Policy, U.S. Department of Labor Office of Inspector
General.
After thoroughly reviewing the evidence and Mr. Williams’s comments, the IC found by a
preponderance of the evidence that Mr. Williams abused his authority and engaged in conduct that
undermined the integrity reasonably expected of his position. Accordingly, the IC referred its report
to the Acting Inspector General of the Department of Labor for appropriate disciplinary action.

The Integrity Committee is composed of four Inspectors General and executives from the Federal Bureau of Investigation and the Office
of Government Ethics. For more information, please visit https://www.ignet.gov/cigie/committees/integrity-committee.
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The President
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue
Washington, DC 20500
Report of Findings for Integrity Committee Case 989
Dear Mr. President:
This letter sets forth the findings, conclusions, and recommendations of the Integrity Committee
(IC) of the Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency (CIGIE) regarding
allegations of misconduct against Thomas Williams, Assistant Inspector General (AIG) for the
Office of Management and Policy (OMAP), U.S. Department of Labor Office of Inspector
General (DOL OIG). The IC is referring this matter to the DOL Acting Inspector General for
appropriate action.1
The IC is charged by statute to receive, review, and refer for investigation allegations of
wrongdoing made against an Inspector General (IG) or a designated staff member within an
OIG.2 To maintain public trust, Congress designated the IC to be the independent mechanism
that ensures senior officials in the IG community “perform their duties with integrity and apply
the same standards of conduct and accountability to themselves as they apply to the agencies that
they audit and investigate.”3 The IC takes action on allegations of wrongdoing that involve
abuse of authority in the exercise of official duties or while acting under color of office;
substantial misconduct, such as gross mismanagement, gross waste of funds, or a substantial
violation of law, rule, or regulation; or conduct that undermines the independence or integrity
reasonably expected of such persons.4 Pursuant to that mandate, this report sets forth the IC’s
findings of wrongdoing against AIG Thomas Williams, DOL OIG. The IC finds that AIG
Williams abused his authority and engaged in conduct undermining the integrity reasonably
expected of his position.
Executive Summary
On January 11, 2019, the IC received a complaint alleging that AIG Williams engaged in
deceitful behavior when he changed the element weights in his and his subordinate’s 2018
The IC notes the IG or Acting IG has the sole authority to make personnel decisions regarding subordinate OIG
employees; however, the statute requires the IC to include all findings in its report to the appointing authority.
2
Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, 5 U.S.C. app. (IG Act), section 11(d)(1).
3
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Improving Government Accountability Act, 110th Cong.
(Sept. 27, 2007) (H. Rept. 110-354).
4
Integrity Committee Policies and Procedures (ICP&P) (2018).
1

annual performance plan. Pursuant to its procedures, the IC investigated the complaint with the
assistance of the U.S. Postal Service OIG Special Inquiries Division (IC investigators).
Specifically, the IC investigators were asked to determine whether:
•

AIG Williams abused his authority when he, without authorization, changed the critical
element weights in his 2018 annual performance plan to ensure he received the highest
rating and corresponding bonus.

•

AIG Williams lacked candor when he told DOL OIG Deputy Inspector General (DIG)
Larry Turner that he changed his performance plan to match that of his predecessor and
on the advice of a human resources specialist.

•

AIG Williams abused his authority when he, without authorization, changed the critical
element weights on a subordinate executive’s 2018 annual performance plan to ensure
that the executive received the highest rating and corresponding bonus.

•

AIG Williams lacked candor when, during a discussion regarding the reassignment of a
DOL OIG employee, he told DIG Turner that another supervisor did not like the
employee and would not want the employee in the supervisor’s section.5

In accordance with section 11(d) of the IG Act, the IC provided AIG Williams the opportunity to
respond to the enclosed Report of Investigation (ROI), which was redacted to protect witness and
complainant confidentiality.6 After thoroughly reviewing the evidence and AIG Williams’s
comments, the IC finds by a preponderance of the evidence that AIG Williams abused his
authority and engaged in conduct undermining the integrity reasonably expected of an AIG when
he, without authorization, (1) changed the critical element weights in his 2018 annual
performance plan, and (2) changed the critical element weights on his subordinate executive’s
2018 annual performance plan.7 The IC finds the remaining allegations were not supported by
the evidence.
Findings and Conclusions of the Integrity Committee
I.

AIG Williams abused his authority when he, without authorization, changed the critical
element weights in his 2018 annual performance plan.

The IC finds by a preponderance of the evidence that AIG Williams abused his authority and
engaged in conduct undermining the integrity reasonably expected of an AIG when he, without
authorization, changed the critical element weights in his 2018 annual performance plan to
ensure he received the highest rating and corresponding bonus.

Enclosure (Encl.) 1 (Report of Investigation), at 3.
Encl. 1, Exhibit (Ex.) 22.
7
“Abuse of authority” means an arbitrary or capricious exercise of power by a federal official or employee that
adversely affects the rights of any person or that results in personal gain or advantage to her/him or to preferred
other persons. There is no de minimis standard for abuse of authority. ICP&P, Appendix A.
5
6
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During a yearly assessment of AIG Williams's 2018 performance, DIG Turner detected a
discrepancy in the critical element weights on AIG Williams’s 2018 performance plan.8 AIG
Williams had lowered the weights on three critical elements and raised the weight on one critical
element, all without seeking DIG Turner’s approval or discussing these changes with him.9 DIG
Turner had not noticed the changes when he signed AIG Williams’s performance plan at the
beginning of the rating cycle and at the mid-year progress review. Instead, DIG Turner indicated
he discovered the changes when he was preparing AIG Williams’s annual review for 2018 and
looked at his 2017 performance review for comparison.10 Then-DOL Inspector General Scott
Dahl indicated that DIG Turner had a number of direct reports, including all the AIGs, making it
understandable that DIG Turner did not notice the weight changes if AIG Williams did not point
out the changes to him.11
By changing his 2018 performance plan’s critical element weights, AIG Williams increased the
likelihood he would receive the highest overall performance rating, Exemplary (EX), making
him eligible for a higher SES bonus. In 2017, AIG Williams received the second highest overall
performance rating, Highly Effective (HE).12 When AIG Williams lowered his 2018
performance plan weights, he did so only for the critical elements for which he had received an
“HE” rating in 2017 - “Leading Change,” “Leading People,” and “Building Coalitions”- and
correspondingly doubled the weight for the critical element of “Business Acumen,” one of the
two critical elements for which he had received an “EX” rating in 2017.13 IG Dahl confirmed
that the effect of the changes was that the critical elements in which AIG Williams historically
had done well, “Business Acumen” and “Results Driven,” would have accounted for 75 percent
of his rating.14 As a result, AIG Williams could have received a score of HE in the other three
categories and still have received an overall EX rating in 2018.15
DIG Turner stated that when he confronted AIG Williams about changing the 2018 element
weights, AIG Williams gave three different justifications. AIG Williams first said he made the
changes because he was told by a human resources specialist that all weights needed to be a
whole number.16 This explanation did not make sense to DIG Turner because if weights had to
be a whole number, then all senior executives would have had to change their performance plans.
DIG Turner told IC investigators that AIG Williams then said he changed the weights to match
those of his predecessor.17 According to DIG Turner, this was not consistent with the prior
documentation, which he reviewed, and when he spoke to AIG Williams again, AIG Williams
said changing the weights was an innocent mistake.18 AIG Williams told IC investigators he did
not recall telling DIG Turner that he changed the weights to match the performance plan of his
Encl. 1, Ex. 15 at 2.
Id. See also Ex. 3 and 4.
10
Encl. 1, Ex. 15 at 2.
11
Encl. 1, Ex. 21 at 2.
12
Encl. 1, Ex. 3.
13
Encl. 1, Ex. 4.
14
Encl. 1, Ex. 21 at 2.
15
Had AIG Williams’s 2017 performance been considered under the revised weighting he included in his 2018
performance plan, he would have received an EX rating for 2017, which would have made him eligible for an
additional $2,618 in SES bonus funds for that year. Encl. 1, Ex. 10.
16
Encl. 1, Ex. 15 at 3.
17
Id.
18
Id.
8
9
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predecessor or that the weights needed to be a whole number because he knew that was not
true.19 Although the accounts of these conversations differ significantly, the IC found the
evidence was not sufficient to support the allegation that AIG Williams lacked candor when he
allegedly told DIG Turner he changed his performance plan to match that of his predecessor and
on the advice of a human resources specialist.
In the course of the IC investigation, DIG Turner further discovered that in 2016, the weights on
AIG Williams’s plan for “Leading Change” increased by 2.5% and “Leading People” decreased
by 2.5%.20 As with the alterations in 2018, DIG Turner was unaware of these changes and
neither discussed nor approved these weight changes for AIG Williams.21 The evidence
established that DIG Turner signed the 2016 plan and rating without realizing the weights were
different from those in 2015. The IC finds that AIG Williams engaged in conduct undermining
the integrity of his position when he failed to discuss or make DIG Turner aware of the changes
he made to his 2016 and 2018 performance plans prior to making them.
In his comments to the draft ROI, AIG Williams contests this finding, asserting he did not
change any weights, mislead any official, or abuse his authority. AIG Williams states his
performance plans were developed under the direction of his supervisor, DIG Turner, and he had
every reason to believe DIG Turner had competently reviewed and approved these weights at
each stage of the performance review.22 In short, AIG Williams argues that DIG Turner’s
signature on these plans represented a de facto approval of each performance plan, including the
weights assigned to the various elements.
The IC finds AIG Williams’s arguments to be unpersuasive. AIG Williams knew or should have
known that he could not change the weights to critical elements on his performance plan without
authorization from DIG Turner, his rating official. Sign-in sheets confirm that in April 2017,
AIG Williams attended a training session on DOL OIG’s Performance Management System,
which was given by an employee from within AIG Williams’s division.23 The training material
covered the process for changing performance plan critical element weights for senior executives
and included the following language:
Weights assigned may vary year to year as established by the rating official and approved
by the reviewing official.24
Accordingly, AIG Williams was or should have been familiar with the requirement for
performance plan weights to be approved by a reviewing official because (1) he attended annual
training on DOL OIG’s Performance Management System,25 (2) DOL OIG’s Senior Executive
Service Performance Management System contains parallel language,26 and (3) AIG Williams is
Encl. 1, Ex. 20 at 20-24.
Encl. 1, Ex. 15 at 3. See also Ex. 1 and 2.
21
Encl. 1, Ex. 15 at 3.
22
Encl. 2 at 1, 4.
23
Encl. 1, Ex. 14, Attachment (Att.) 3.
24
Encl. 1, Ex. 14, Att. 2. This language is identical to that of DOL OIG’s Senior Executive Service Performance
Management System. Encl. 1, Ex. 8 at 4.
25
Encl. 1, Ex. 14, Att. 3.
26
Encl. 1, Ex. 8 at 4.
19
20
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in charge of the office that oversees the performance management process for DOL OIG.27 The
IC considers altering a performance plan to the benefit of the covered person, without proper
authorization and notification, to be conduct that undermines the integrity reasonably expected of
someone in AIG Williams’s position.
II.

AIG Williams abused his authority and engaged in conduct undermining the integrity
reasonably expected of his position when he, without authorization, changed the critical
element weights on a subordinate employee’s 2018 performance plan.

The IC finds by a preponderance of the evidence that AIG Williams abused his authority and
engaged in conduct undermining his integrity when he changed the critical element weights on a
subordinate employee’s 2018 performance plan without authorization.
DIG Turner stated he had a meeting with AIG Williams to discuss the 2018 performance of AIG
Williams’s subordinate employee, who was also a member of the Senior Executive Service.28
DIG Turner acknowledged that, in his presence, AIG Williams changed the ratings on the
elements “Leading Change” and “Leading People” from a five to four. However, DIG Turner
later discovered that, prior to this meeting, AIG Williams had changed his subordinate’s 2018
performance plan weights at the beginning of the rating cycle to match his own plan. AIG
Williams did not inform DIG Turner, the subordinate’s reviewing official, of these initial
changes.29
In his comments to the draft ROI, AIG Williams contests this finding, stating the only changes
he made to the subordinate’s performance plan were in the presence of DIG Turner, as evidenced
by DIG Turner’s signature on the page where the weights had clearly been altered.30 The IC
finds AIG Williams’s argument to be inconsistent with the facts developed in the investigation.
As noted above, DOL OIG requires performance plan weights to be approved by the reviewing
official.31 Other than the changes approved by DIG Turner during their meeting, there is no
evidence that AIG Williams discussed or made DIG Turner aware of the changes to his
subordinate’s performance plan prior to making them. Similar to Finding I, as the senior
executive who oversaw the performance plan process for DOL OIG, AIG Williams knew or
reasonably should have known that such changes must be approved by the reviewing official.
Such conduct undermines the integrity reasonably expected of someone in AIG Williams’s
position.
Recommendation
The IC concludes by a preponderance of the evidence that AIG Thomas Williams abused his
authority and engaged in actions that undermined the integrity reasonably expected of his
position. Specifically, AIG Williams changed the critical element weights in the 2018
performance plans for himself and a subordinate employee without authorization and did the
27
28
29
30
31

Encl. 1, Ex. 15 at 3.
Id. at 4.
Id.
Encl. 2 at 5.
Encl. 1, Ex. 8 at 4.
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The executive’s progress toward the plan’s goals are reviewed by the executive and
rating official on a quarterly basis. During the second and third quarterly reviews, the
executive and rating official sign the plan. At the end of the year, the rating official rates
the executive on a scale of one to five, with five being the highest score. The five critical
elements (Leading Change, Leading People, Business Acumen, Building Coalitions,
and Results Driven) are weighted. The score for each critical element is multiplied by
the weight and then totaled. That numerical score will fall into five summary level
ranges. The highest rating is Exemplary (EX) and the second highest is Highly Effective
(HE).
The rating official will review the rating with the reviewing official. The reviewing official
can change the rating. After the rating is finalized between the rating and reviewing
official, the rating is then discussed with the executive.
Williams’ rating official is Turner, and Williams’ reviewing official is Dahl. Williams
received an EX rating in 2015, 2016, and 2018; and an HE rating in 2017 (Exhibits 1-4).
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

rating official is Williams, and
reviewing official is Turner.
received an EX rating in 2016 and 2018; and an HE rating in 2017 (Exhibits 5-7).

The DOL OIG SES Performance Management System document governs the
performance management process for DOL OIG senior executives. This document
addresses how critical elements are weighted. It states: “Weights assigned may vary
year to year as established by the rating official and approved by the reviewing official.”
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
gave training on the SES Performance Management System every year, which
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
includes a description of the approval process for weight changes. Williams,
Turner, and Dahl attended this training (Exhibit 8).
Agent note: Performance plans at DOL are completed on a fiscal year (FY) schedule.
For example, when referring to the 2018 annual performance plan, this would cover
dates from October 1, 2017 to September 30, 2018.
IV.

DETAILS

Allegation 1:
Williams abused his authority when he, without authorization, changed the critical
element weights in his 2018 annual performance plan to ensure he received the highest
rating and corresponding bonus.
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Additionally, Williams lacked candor when he told Turner he changed his performance
plan to match that of his predecessor and on the advice of a human resources
specialist.
Allegation 1 Findings:
In a referral dated January 11, 2019, DOL OIG (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
wrote that
during the yearly assessment of Williams' 2018 performance, Turner detected a
discrepancy in the critical element weights on Williams’ 2018 performance plan. Turner
noticed that Williams unilaterally lowered the weights on three critical elements and
raised the weight on one critical element without seeking his approval or discussing
these changes with him. When Turner signed the performance plan at the beginning of
the rating cycle and at the mid-year progress review, he was unaware of the changes.
Williams’ Annual Performance Plan and Rating
2015

2016

2017

2018

Critical Element

Weights

Rating

Weights

Rating

Weights

Rating

Weights

Rating

Leading Change

10

5

12.5*

5

12.5

4

10*

5

Leading People
Business
Acumen
Building
Coalitions

15

5

12.5*

4

12.5

4

10*

4

7.5

5

7.5

5

7.5

5

15*

5

7.5

5

7.5

4

7.5

4

5*

4

Results Driven

60

5

60

5

60

5

60

5

Overall Rating

EX
EX
HE
* Denotes change by Williams from prior year performance plan

EX

By changing his 2018 SES performance plan’s critical element weights, Williams
increased the likelihood he would achieve the highest overall performance rating,
Exemplary (EX). Williams lowered critical element weights for “Leading Change,”
“Leading People,” and “Building Coalitions”- elements where he had received lower
ratings in 2017. In 2018, Williams doubled the weight of one critical element, “Business
Acumen,” where he received the highest rating in 2017.
Williams received the second highest overall performance rating, Highly Effective (HE),
on his 2017 performance plan. His 2017 weights were the same as his 2016
performance plan weights. If Williams’ 2017 performance plan critical elements were
weighted under the 2018 weights he unilaterally established, he would have received an
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overall Exemplary performance rating in 2017. This would have made him eligible for an
additional $2,618 in SES bonus funds for his 2017 performance (Exhibit 10).
On July 22, 2019, SID interviewed Turner. Turner said while he was determining
Williams’ 2018 rating, he reviewed Williams’ 2017 rating. At that time, he noticed
Williams changed the weights on four of the elements, which is significant because the
weights are assigned to the position and not the person. Turner said most executives
had the same weights. The weights should not change unless a discussion takes place
with both the employee’s rating official and reviewing official. Since 2015, Turner did not
have any conversations with Williams about changing his weights. Turner said he would
not have approved the change because the “Leading People” element is a significant
aspect of the position and was an aspect Williams has struggled with (Exhibit 15).
Turner said Williams should be familiar with the DOL OIG Senior Executive Service
Performance Management System document, which outlined the process for changing
weights, because Williams’ office oversees the performance management process.
Williams is the subject matter expert on the process and he should not change his
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
element weights, or
weights, without first consulting with Turner.
During Turner’s SID interview, he discovered that in 2016, the weights on Williams’ plan
for “Leading Change” increased by 2.5% and “Leading People” decreased by 2.5%.
Turner was unaware of these changes and approved no weight changes for Williams.
He signed the 2016 plan and rating without realizing the weights were different from the
2015 weights. Turner believed Williams changed the weights because Williams was
better at leading change than leading people.
Turner said when he confronted Williams about changing the 2018 element weights,
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Williams said that
told him he could not have half-percentage element weight
points and that all weights needed to be a whole number. Therefore, he changed the
weights to match those of his predecessor. This did not make sense to Turner because
if this was true, all senior executives would have been told to change their weights to
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
whole numbers. Turner spoke to
who denied ever speaking to Williams about
weights. Turner then had the performance plan of Williams’ predecessor pulled and
found Williams’ plan weights did not match those of his predecessor. After Turner
examined Williams’ initial excuse and found it was not true, he spoke with Williams
again. Williams then said changing the weights was an innocent mistake.
Turner said he did not change Williams’ weights back to the original amount because he
felt at that point he would give Williams an EX anyways, so it would not have changed
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his rating. Turner signed the 2018 performance appraisal and did not lower his rating
because he believed it was a conduct issue and not a performance issue.
On July 30, 2019, Turner provided SID with a copy of a Memo of Official Reprimand
dated April 28, 2017, that Turner issued to Williams following a previous incident. The
memo states that as a member of the Senior Executive Service and the OIG's executive
team, Williams had a blatant disregard of the Deputy IG’s and the IG's instructions,
refused to take responsibility for his actions, and placed blame on subordinate OMAP
employees. The memo stated, “This reprimand will be filed in your Official Personnel
Folder for a period of time not to exceed two years form the date of issuance.” Williams
signed the memo as “Receipt Acknowledged” on May 18, 2017 (Exhibit 17).
Turner said the memo and Williams’ recent actions demonstrate a pattern of behavior
wherein Williams did not take responsibility for his own actions.
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

On June 20, 2019, SID interviewed
During her interview,
confirmed
that to change the critical element weights, the rating official establishes the new
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
weights and then the reviewing official approves them.
said she has given
training on the SES Performance Management System every year to the executives
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
which addresses process for changing the weights.
confirmed Williams,
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Turner, and Dahl attended this training (Exhibit 13 and 14).
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

further said she did not have any discussions with Williams about performance
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
plan weights.
said there is no restriction on using half-percentage points to
weight critical elements on executive performance plans.
On August 26, 2019, SID reviewed Williams’ assigned DOL OIG computer and emails.
The review yielded no material that supported or refuted the allegations. The
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
performance plans for Williams and
were found. However, the change history
on those documents could not be obtained because Williams did not use the laptop until
April 2, 2019. There were no emails between Williams and Turner about changing the
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
weights on Williams' or
performance plans (Exhibit 19).
On August 28, 2019, SID interviewed Williams. Williams said his supervisor (Turner)
signed the plan; in-effect, signing off on the element weights during each phase of the
performance process. The performance plan remained the same throughout the year
and if his supervisor had any issues with the plan’s contents, there were three
opportunities to address any issues during the year (Exhibit 20, lines 171-176).
Williams said he proposed the weights and put them in the document. The weights were
Page 8
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part of the document when Turner signed the performance plan. Williams said Turner
had access to prior year plans if he wanted to see what had changed. Williams said
many of the requirements in the plan carry over from year to year (Exhibit 20, lines 204205, 207, 256-260).
Williams denied telling Turner that he changed his performance plan to match that of his
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
predecessor based on
advice. Williams explained that when he first came
onboard, his plan was modeled after his predecessor’s, but it has since been revised
yearly. It does not make sense to him why he would go back to a plan from four or five
years ago (Exhibit 20, lines 461-468, 475-476).
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

Williams said he did not recall telling Turner that
told him executive
performance plans could not have half-percentage points because he knew that was not
true (Exhibit 20, lines 515-523).
On September 24, 2019, SID interviewed Dahl. Dahl said neither Turner or Williams
discussed changing Williams’ performance plan weights with him. Dahl said he
discussed the overall ratings that Turner gave Williams each year and Dahl concurred
with the ratings (Exhibit 21).
Dahl said Turner has a lot of direct reports, so Dahl understood why Turner would have
missed Williams’ weight changes if Williams did not point out the changes to Turner.
Dahl explained that because Williams changed the element “Business Acumen” to 15%
he was gaming the system to get an overall EX rating. “Results Driven” is weighted 60%
plus the 15% for “Business Acumen” meant that 75% of Williams’ score was in two
areas where he historically did well. He could have received a score of HE in the other
three categories and still have received an overall EX rating.
Allegation 2:
Williams abused his authority when he, without authorization, changed the critical
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
element weights on
2018 annual performance plan to ensure (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
received the highest rating and corresponding bonus.
Allegation 2 Findings:
On July 22, 2019, SID interviewed Turner. Turner said that in 2017, Turner told Williams
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
to change
rating from an EX to an HE on his performance appraisal. Williams
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EXHIBITS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Other Document, Williams 2015 final performance rating, December 10, 2015
Other Document, Williams 2016 final performance rating, December 8, 2016
Other Document, Williams 2017 final performance rating, December 19, 2017
Other Document, Williams 2018 final performance rating, December 18, 2018
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Other Document,
2016 final performance rating, December 8, 2016
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Other Document,
2017 final performance rating, December 19, 2017
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Other Document,
2018 final performance rating, December 18, 2018
Other Document, Senior Executive Service Performance Management
System DOL OIG, June 20, 2019
Other Document, Predecessor’s Final Performance Rating, November 19,
2014
Other Document, CIGIE Case File, June 3, 2019
Memorandum of Interview, (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) , June 17, 2019
Memorandum of Interview, (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) , June 19, 2019
Memorandum of Interview, (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) , June 20, 2019 (Attachments are
Exhibits 4, 7, and 8)
Memorandum of Activity, Email from (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) , June 24, 2019
Memorandum of Interview, Larry Turner, July 22, 2019 (Attachments are
Exhibits 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, and 9)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Memorandum of Activity, Email from
and (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) regarding
2016 weights, July 29, 2019
Memorandum of Activity, Email from Larry Turner regarding a letter of
reprimand, August 5, 2019
Memorandum of Interview, (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) , August 8, 2019 (Attachments
include Exhibits 6, 7 and 8)
Memorandum of Activity, Review of Thomas Williams computer and emails,
August 26, 2019
Memorandum of Interview, Thomas Williams, August 28, 2019 (Attachments
include Exhibits 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9)
Memorandum of Interview, Scott Dahl, September 20, 2019 (Attachments are
Exhibits 2, 3,4, and 7)
Other Document, Response to Draft IC 19-989 Report of Investigation,
January 6, 2020
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-----Original Message----From: (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Sent: Friday, October 20, 2017 9:11 AM
To: IG Executive Staff (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Cc: (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

>
>

Subject: FY18 SES Performance Plans
Good morning,
I have included the performance plan template referenced in Mr. Turner's email.
-----Original Message----From: Turner, Larry - OIG
Sent: Friday, October 20, 2017 8:53 AM
To: IG Executive Staff (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Cc: (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

>

Subject: Fwd: FY18 SES Performance Plans

>
>
> Executive staff,
>
> A key part of SES certification is ensuring that our FY18 performance plans comply with OPM’s
requirement that results are linked directly to organizational goals and that they are measurable and
contain indicators of quality.
>
> To assist with achieving this requirement, all executives MUST complete OPM’s HR University course
entitled Linking and Developing Measurable SES Results-Focused Performance Requirements using the
following link: http://www.hru.gov/Course Catalog.aspx?cid=178 Please notify (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) at
by October 24 that you have
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
completed this course. I am also attaching information provided by DHRM which will help you with the
Results Driven Critical Element.
>
> Attached for your use in completing your FY18 performance plan is the OIG SES Performance Plan
template. Draft FY18 plans are due to (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) of DHRM for review by November 1st . The
Results Driven element must be marked as follows: the result should be bolded; the quality indicator
should be underlined; and all other measures should be encased in brackets [ ].
>
> Once DHRM has completed their review of the proposed plans the rating official will be notified and
the performance plans can be finalized. If you need any assistance please contact (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) at
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) .
>

Ldt
>
>
>

Critical Element 1. Leading Change
(Minimum weight 5 points) Weight
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Develops and implements an organizational vision that integrates key
organizational and program goals, priorities, values, and other factors. Assesses and adjusts to changing situations,
implementing innovative solutions to make organizational improvements, ranging from incremental improvements to
major shifts in direction or approach, as appropriate. Balances change and continuity; continually strives to improve
service and program performance; creates a work environment that encourages creative thinking, collaboration, and
transparency; and maintains program focus, even under adversity.
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional)

Critical Element Rating Leading Change

EX

HE

EFF

MS

US

Critical Element 3. Business Acumen
(Minimum weight 5 points) Weight
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Assesses, analyzes, acquires, and administers human, financial, material, and
information resources in a manner that instills public trust and accomplishes the organization's mission. Uses technology
to enhance processes and decision-making. Executes the operating budget; prepares budget requests with justifications;
and manages resources.
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional)

Critical Element Rating Business Acumen

EX

HE

EFF

MS

US

Critical Element 4. Building Coalitions
(Minimum weight 5 points) Weight
Mandatory Performance Requirement: Solicits and considers feedback from internal and external stakeholders or
customers. Coordinates with appropriate parties to maximize input from the widest range of appropriate stakeholders to
facilitate an open exchange of opinion from diverse groups and strengthen internal and external support. Explains,
advocates, and expresses facts and ideas in a convincing manner and negotiates with individuals and groups internally and
externally, as appropriate. Develops a professional network with other organizations and identifies the internal and
external politics that affect the work of the organization.
Agency-Specific Performance Requirements

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional)

Critical Element Rating Building Coalitions

EX

HE

EFF

MS

US

Performance Requirement 2:

EX

HE

Strategic Alignment:

EFF

MS

US

Performance Requirement 3:

EX

HE

Strategic Alignment:

EFF

MS

US

Performance Requirement 4:

EX

HE

Strategic Alignment:

EFF

MS

US

Performance Requirement 5:

EX

HE

Rating Official Narrative: (Optional)

Strategic Alignment:

EFF

MS

US

Williams, Thomas - OIG
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Turner, Larry - OIG
Thursday, January 18, 2018 9:45 AM
Williams, Thomas - OIG
Performance Plan

Thom,
After reviewing your performance plan there were two items that new to be adjusted in Results Driven. First, as
previously discussed, I expect the Mentor Program to be restarted NLT June 30 vice the Sep 30 date you
propose. Second, you need to add the New Employee Orientation Program with a restart date on NLT June 30 as
well. Other than those changes, I am okay with the rest of the plan.
Larry
Larry D. Turner
Deputy Inspector General
Office of the Inspector General
Department of Labor

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

Its a great day to be an IG

1

